Classification with rejection: concepts and formal evaluations
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Abstract. Standard classification allocates all processed elements to given classes. Such type of classification assumes that there are only native and no foreign elements, i.e. all processed elements are included in given classes. The quality of standard classification can be measured by two factors: numbers of correctly and incorrectly classified elements, called True Positives and False Positives. Admitting foreign elements in standard classification increases False Positives and, in this way, deteriorates quality of classification. In this context, it is desired to reject foreign elements, i.e. to not assign them to any of given classes. Rejecting foreign elements will reduce the number of False Positives, but can also reject native elements reducing True Positives as side effect. Therefore, it is important to build well designed rejection, which will reject significant part of foreigners and only few natives. In this paper, concepts of evaluations of classification with rejection are presented. Three main models: a classification without rejection, a classification with rejection, and a classification with reclassification are presented. The concepts are illustrated by flexible ensembles of binary classifiers with theoretical evaluations of each model. The proposed models can be used, in particular, as classifiers working with noised data, where recognized input is not limited to elements of known classes.
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1 Introduction

Pattern recognition is one of the leading subjects in the field of computer science in its both theoretical and practical aspects. For decades, it has been a subject of intense, purely theoretical research inspired by practical needs. The results have been published in prestigious scientific journals. Example applications are: recognizing printed text, manuscripts, music notation, biometric features, voice, speaker, recorded music, medical signals, images, etc.
The aspect of rejection of foreign element in pattern recognition is shallowly researched and not considered in practical applications. By foreign elements, we understand elements not belonging to recognized classes. Dissemination of technologies using pattern recognition increases the importance of identifying foreign elements. For example: in recognition of printed texts, foreign elements (blots, grease or damaged symbols) appear in a negligible scale due to regular placement of printed texts’ elements (letters, numbers, punctuation marks) and due to their good separability. These features of printed texts allow employing effective segmentation methods and filtering foreign elements. However, in recognition of such sources as geodetic maps or music notation, problem of foreign elements is more important. Unlike printed text, such sources contain elements placed irregularly and overlapping native elements. Such elements are hardly distinguishable by size and shape analysis. Thus, strict rules of segmentation will result in rejection of many native symbols.

Due to weak separability of foreign and native elements of recognized sources, segmentation criteria must be more tolerant than in the case of printed texts in order not to reject native elements at the stage of segmentation. In consequence, more foreign elements are subjected to stages of recognition following segmentation and should be eliminated then. The problem of analysis of foreign elements is highly important in such domains as analysis of medical signals and images, recognition of geodesic maps or music notations (printed and handwritten) and its importance will be increasing in future.

The problem of rejecting foreign elements in recognition tasks is not present frequently in research and is rather rarely present in papers on pattern recognition. Assuming that classified elements are always native ones, i.e. they belong to one of recognized classes, and ignoring rejection of foreign elements is rather a standard attempt. Alike, papers describing practical applications of pattern recognition methods ignore the problem of foreign elements, what may come from insufficient theoretical research of this subject and limited abilities of existing rejection methods. There are significant exceptions, which show that the rejection problem cannot be disregarded, c.f. [12].

The motivation of this study arises from discussion on classification with rejection option. As outlined above, up-to-date research and practice still need conducting further studies on new aspects in the domain of pattern recognition. It is expected that research in this area will overcome technological barriers and will increase effectiveness in areas mentioned above.

The paper is structured as follows. Related research and introductory remarks are presented in section 2. In section 3, various ensembles of classifications based on binary classifiers are shown. The discussion includes evaluation criteria of rejection and reclassification methods. Conclusions and directions of further research are presented in section 4.

2 Preliminaries
The problem discussed above (formally defined in equation 2) is important in practice. In Figure 1, we present a fragment of a geodesic map with symbols
Assumption that all patterns subjected to classification are digits raises classification errors for background elements unless they are rejected. This observation clearly shows a need for a rejection option in classification tasks. The rejection option can be described by a classification function with the rejection value in addition to computed classes. Such function may return 0 when an object should be rejected or a number of recognized class otherwise.

2.1 Related research

The theoretical foundations of rejection were created by Chow [1]. He created the optimal rejection rule that optimizes a classification error. The solution was limited to binary classifiers and presented as a method for Bayes classifiers. Recognized elements are rejected when distance to a discrimination plane is lower than a declared threshold. The optimal threshold is a compromise between a number of misclassified elements and rejected correct ones.

The definition for a multi-class issue was presented by Ha [4]. The Chow’s rule is calculated for all pairs of classes separated by a discrimination plane. There are also solutions for a linear multi-classification task [2]. However, most of theoretical works is limited to the binary case [6, 10].

The Chow’s rule was redefined to practical applications as a rejection rule for support vector machines [7], where the probability is estimated as distance to discrimination plane.

The distance function can be also used to define a rejection rule based on dissimilarity between a class pattern and a recognized element [8].

Another practical trend is related to neural networks. The output of the neurons in feed-forward neural networks is determined by values of neurons in the output layer, where each neuron is equivalent to a recognized class. The class with a maximal value of the neurons’ outputs is taken as the final classification result. The reject decision is issued when the values of the neurons are relative small [11]. In this approach, typical for fuzzy sets [3], when a new pattern cannot
be classified as a single class with high certainty by a trained neural network, such a pattern is rejected in classification process, c.f. [5].

In a natural way, a pattern can be rejected when two or more output neurons fire similar values. The same method can be used in all voting classifiers in a draw case [5]. Among ensembles of binary classifiers, the rejection option can be applied for ECOC (error-correcting output coding) classification systems [13].

The rejection problem has been raised in recognition tasks of printed documents, namely recognition of music scores and geodetic maps. Rejection methods applied in such practical tasks, which in fact were created ad hoc or were implemented as dedicated methods of considered classifiers, increased effectiveness, and recognition rates, c.f. [9].

The above works outline highly important problem, which is solved neither in theory and research, nor in practice. Solutions based on the Chow’s rule are limited to the cases of misclassifications between classes. The optimal solution assumes that rejected symbols increase the false negative factor of error for one of recognized classes. Unfortunately, noised and disrupted input patterns may be misclassified diminishing recognition efficiency.

### 2.2 Classification and rejection functions

Standard classification is described as a mapping \( \Phi \) from the Cartesian product of features \( \mathcal{X} = X_1 \times X_2 \times \ldots \times X_m \) into the set of classes \( \mathcal{C} = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\} \). For the sake of simplicity we assume that the function \( \Phi \) will take indexes of classes \( i = 1, \ldots, n \) as its values instead of classes themselves. Since classification is usually parameterized, we will denote classification parameters by \( \alpha \).

Therefore, a classification function will be finally denoted as

\[
\Phi_\alpha : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}, \quad \Phi_\alpha(\mathbf{x}) = i
\]

for given \( \mathbf{x} = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_m) \in \mathcal{X} \) and \( i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \).

This definition of classification always raises misclassification for foreign elements, i.e. when a classified element does not belong to any of recognized classes. Let us denote the set of feature vectors of such elements by \( \mathcal{S} \). Then, for any \( \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{S} \) the classification function \( \Phi_\alpha \) raises error:

\[
(\forall \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{S})(\forall i = 1, 2, \ldots, n) \ (\Phi_\alpha(\mathbf{x}) = i) \Rightarrow (\mathbf{x} \notin C_i).
\]

Therefore, we use the following classification function to avoid misclassification of objects not belonging to any class:

\[
R_{\alpha, \beta} : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \cup \{0\}
\]

\[
R_{\alpha, \beta}(\mathbf{x}) = \begin{cases} 0 & \mathbf{x} \in \mathcal{S}, \text{i.e. } \mathbf{x} \text{ should be rejected} \\ \Phi_\alpha(\mathbf{x}) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

where \( \beta \) is independent on \( \alpha \) a possible extra parameter affecting rejection.

In some circumstances, the learning set must be considered in classification process. In such a case, a classification function is denoted as follows:

\[
\Phi_\alpha : \mathcal{X} \times \mathcal{L} \rightarrow \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}, \quad \Phi_\alpha(\mathbf{x}, L) = i
\]
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Fig. 2. Standard classification with the space of objects split into recognized classes.

where: $L$ is a space of possible learning sets, $L$ is a given learning set, and the rest of notation is compatible with formula 1.

Alike, when learning set must be considered, we denote a classification function with rejection as follows:

$$R_{\alpha,\beta} : \mathbb{X} \times L \rightarrow \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \cup \{0\}$$

$$R_{\alpha,\beta}(x, L) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } x \in S, \text{ i.e. } x \text{ should be rejected} \\ \Phi_\alpha(x, L) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where: notation is compatible with formulas 3 and 4.

3 Classification with rejection

In this section, we discuss different architectures of classification with rejection based on binary classifiers, for instance based on support vector machines. In Figure 2, standard classification architecture for four classes is presented. Notice, that architecture of classification is a kind of an (unbalanced) binary tree with $n - 1$ classifiers being internal nodes and $n$ classes of elements being leaves. This architecture can easily be extended to more than four classes. Of course, we may have different configurations of classification architecture for higher number of classes. For instance, we may have “cascade” configuration in a form of highly unbalanced three with one path of internal nodes (classifiers). Other configurations may be based on different binary trees with the same numbers of internal nodes (classifiers).

3.1 Architecture of ensembles of binary classifiers with rejection

In Figure 3, a cascade configuration of classification with rejection is presented. Foreign elements are assumed to create additional class, which is classified at the beginning of the paths of binary classifiers. Then next classes are identified “step by step”. Notice, that this configuration may be slightly reorganized: elements of recognized classes may be identified first and then rejected elements identified at the end of the path of classifiers.
A cascade and a balanced tree configurations of classification with rejection outlined in Figures 4 and 5 allows for splitting the set of foreign elements for several subsets. The number of subsets of the class of foreign elements is equal to the number of recognized classes.

In general, in both configurations of Figures 3 and 5 rejection can be simply interpreted as standard classification with additional class(es) of foreign elements. Therefore, standard classification methods may be used in such kind of classification with rejection. Namely, supplementing the set of recognized classes with class(es) of foreign elements, we get standard classification. This method increases the number of classes by one or twice and this is the only one obstacle of processing foreign elements.

The method of distinguishing foreign elements may be used for optimization of classification without significant increment of complication. In Figure 6, a classification architecture with reclassification stage of foreign elements is presented. This configuration is based on classifiers used in basic stage of classification.

The configuration of classification with rejections employing new dedicated classifiers is shown in Figure 7. It is assumed that any class of foreign elements may include native elements of all classes besides the one corresponding to this foreign one. Therefore, every subclass of foreign elements is presented to reclassification to all but one recognized classes. Notice that for this configuration number of classifiers increases significantly.

3.2 Formal evaluation of rejection methods

No rejection. We assume that the set of recognized elements include classes $\mathbb{C} = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\}$ of native elements to be recognized and the class $C_0$ of foreign elements to be rejected. Employing standard classification of formula 1, we get all elements classified to classes of $\mathbb{C}$. This classification is presented in Figure 2. Also, all foreign elements of the class $C_0$ will be incorrectly assigned to the classes of $\mathbb{C}$. Therefore, we can evaluate two factors of such classification: $T(\text{true})P(\text{positives})$ and $F(\text{false})P(\text{positives})$, i.e. correctly and incorrectly classified elements. These factors are defined by the following formulas:

$$TP_{\phi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x \in C_i} \delta_{ij} \phi(x)$$

$$FP_{\phi} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{x \notin C_i} \delta_{ij} \phi(x)$$

(6)

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta, which is equal to 1 if $i = j$ and 0 otherwise.

The factor $FP$ includes all incorrectly classified native elements of classes $\mathbb{C}$ and all foreign elements of the class $C_0$. As outlined in section 2.2, foreign elements of the class $C_0$ deteriorates classification rate. In order to improve classification, foreign elements should not be classified to any of the classes $\mathbb{C}$. Some attempts to such improvements are presented in next sections.
Fig. 3. Classification with rejection - cascade configuration with one class of rejected elements.

Fig. 4. Classification with rejection - cascade configuration with many classes of rejected elements.

Fig. 5. Classification with rejection - balanced tree configuration with many classes of rejected elements.

Rejection. The first attempt to improve the classification presented in Figure 2 relies on rejecting foreign elements at the beginning of classification process. Configurations of the simple classification with rejecting foreign elements is shown in Figure 3 and then in Figures 4 and 5. Now, these three configurations
can be characterized by four factors: \( TP, FP, TN \) and \( FN \). These factors are computed in formulas 7. In this formulas \( \text{sgn} \) denotes the signum function, i.e. \( \text{sgn} : \mathbb{N} \to \{0, 1\} \), \( \text{sgn}(x) = 0 \Leftrightarrow x = 0 \) and \( \overline{\text{sgn}} = 1 - \text{sgn} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
TP_R &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{\pi \in C_i} \delta_{\Phi_\alpha}(\pi) \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\pi)) \\
FP_R &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{\pi \notin C_i} \delta_{\Phi_\alpha}(\pi) \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\pi)) \\
FN_R &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{\pi \in C_i} \delta_{\Phi_\alpha}(\pi) \cdot \overline{\text{sgn}}(R(\pi)) \\
TN_R &= \sum_{\pi \in C_0} \overline{\text{sgn}}(R(\pi))
\end{align*}
\] (7)

Factors \( TP, FP \) are explained above. The factor \( TN \) counts all rejected foreign elements, while the factor \( FN \) counts all elements (native and foreign) incorrectly classified to classes of \( \mathbb{C} \). Notice that these classifications’ configurations decrease the factor \( FP \) by rejecting those foreign elements, which are incorrectly assigned to classes of \( \mathbb{C} \) in classification without rejection. Unfortunately, the factor \( TP \) may also be decreased by incorrect rejection of native elements. An answer to the question about possible benefits of rejection depends of quality of rejecting. If rejecting accuracy is high, then deterioration of correct classifications is smaller than improvements in incorrect classifications. In practice, rejection of foreign elements overheads incorrect rejection of native elements. Moreover, other two factors allow for better characterization of classification. In addition, it is worth to mention, that construction and usage of such classifiers do not create difficulties comparing to standard classification without rejection.

**Rejection and reclassification in cascade configuration.** Architectures of classification with rejection may allow for improving classification factors. In Figure 6, rejected elements are subjected for reclassification. This solution is bounded to architecture and configuration of classification. Reclassification solutions discussed in this paper are based on cascade configuration, c.f. Figure 6. Below, the configuration is analyzed in details.

In Figure 6, elements rejected at the stage of class \( C_1 \) are subjected again to classification at the stage of class \( C_2 \) and further classes. Then, elements rejected at the stage of class \( C_2 \) are subjected again to classification at the stage of class \( C_3 \) and further classes. And so on.

Assume that we have \( n \) classes, \( n - 1 \) binary classifiers carrying the function \( \Phi_\alpha \) (i.e. \( SVM01, SVM02, \ldots \)) and \( n \) binary classifiers carrying the function \( R_{\alpha,\beta} \) (i.e. \( SVMK1, SVMK2, \ldots \)). After the first reclassification, we have:
Fig. 6. Cascade configuration of classification with rejection. Reclassification with existing classifiers.

Fig. 7. Expanded cascade tree configuration of classification with rejection. Reclassification of rejected elements with new dedicated classifiers.

\[
TP_{RR}^1 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\psi_n(\tau)} \cdot sgn(R(\tau)) + \\
\sum_{i=2}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\psi_n(\tau)} \cdot sgn(R_1(\tau)) \cdot \delta_{\psi_n(\tau)} \cdot sgn(R(\tau)) \\
= TP_R + \sum_{i=2}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\psi_n(\tau)} \cdot sgn(R_1(\tau)) \cdot \delta_{\psi_n(\tau)} \cdot sgn(R(\tau))
\]
and after the first and second reclassification we have:

\[
TP_{RR}^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau)) + \sum_{i=2}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^1(\tau)) \cdot \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau)) + \sum_{i=3}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^1(\tau)) \cdot \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^2(\tau)) \cdot \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau))
\]

where \(R^1(\tau)\) and \(R^2(\tau)\) are rejecting classifiers corresponding to classes \(C_1\) and \(C_2\), respectively. Below, \(R^1(\tau)\) denotes the rejecting classifier corresponding to the class \(C_j\).

Finally and by analogy:

\[
TP_{RR} = TP + \sum_{k=2}^{n} \left( \sum_{i=k}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \delta_{\phi_j(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^j(\tau)) \right) \cdot \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau)) \right)
\]

\[
FP_{RR} = FP + \sum_{k=2}^{n} \left( \sum_{i=k}^{n} \sum_{\tau \notin C_i} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \delta_{\phi_j(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^j(\tau)) \right) \cdot \delta_{\phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau)) \right)
\]

\[
FN_{RR} = FN - \sum_{i=2}^{n} \sum_{\tau \in C_i} \sum_{k=i+1}^{n} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \delta_{\phi_j(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^j(\tau)) \right) \cdot \delta_{k \phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau))
\]

\[
TN_{RR} = TN - \sum_{\tau \in C_0} \left( \sum_{i=2}^{n} \left( \prod_{j=1}^{i-1} \delta_{\phi_j(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R^j(\tau)) \right) \delta_{i \phi_i(\tau)} \cdot \text{sgn}(R(\tau)) \right)
\]

(8)

The above formulas are applied to reclassification using the existing classifiers. There is no need for additional classifiers. However, it is possible and desired to increase quality of classification by applying ones. Such configuration is presented in Figure 7. Elements rejected at the first stage of classification are then presented to additional classifiers dedicated to given set of rejections. Structures of these additional classifiers are directly based on the main classification. They may be interpreted as main classifiers trained at dedicated learning sets. As it is
outlined in Figure 7, new dedicated classifiers exclude one indicated class. These classifiers may be obtained from the main one by its training at indicated sets of rejected elements. Therefore, formulas 8 can be applied to describe factors $TP$, $FP$, $FN$ and $TN$ for this configuration. Adaptation of formulas 8 relies on considering dedicated learning sets, c.f. also formulas 5. Namely, instances of $R(x)$ should be replaced with $R(x,L)$, where $L$ is respective learning set.

Intuitively, quality of classification depends on the rate of correctly classified elements. In this case, it depends on factors $TP$ and $TN$, which should be maximized. On the other hand, minimization of factors $FP$ and $FN$ increases quality of classification. As it is seen in the above formulas, reclassification increases $TP$ and decreases $FN$ factors, what is desired. However, reclassification increases $FP$ and decreases $TN$ factors, what is undesirable. Therefore, quality of reclassification depends on significant overhead of desired factors over undesired ones. Fortunately, configurations presented in Figures 6 and 7 naturally lead to such overhead. Moreover, experiments confirm this advantage of classification with rejection. Since this paper is focused on concepts and algorithms, we do not expand the experimental part of this study.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, concepts and algorithms of classification with rejection of foreign elements are discussed. The discussion is based on three models of classification: classification without rejection, classifier with rejection and classification with reclassification of rejected elements. All models of classification use hierarchical ensembles of binary classifiers. The study if focused on evaluation of quality of different classification models using cascade configuration of classification. It is worth to note that the proposed concepts of rejecting foreign elements are not equivalent to standard classification with extra class(es) gathering such elements.

Evaluation of classification models shows how rejection and reclassification affects quality of classification. Comparing to standard classification, i.e. classification without foreign elements, rejection of foreign elements lowers the number of False Positives, but may also decrease the number of True Positives. Reclassification can be used to reduce negative influence of rejections by reclassifying rejected elements. Such reclassification hunts up for False Negatives, i.e. native elements incorrectly rejected, increasing quality of classification. Reclassification also may affect quality negatively. In the paper it is shown, how to evaluate and compare quality of different models of classification. It is indicated that positive influence of rejection and classification overheads deterioration.

Future research and practical directions would include studies on different architectures of classifications based on binary classifiers, discussion on many classes classifiers, reinforcement of basic classification with rejection to design reclassification models.
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